Benefits Technology for
the Post-Pandemic Era
Employee

Change has been a constant in the two plus years of the pandemic-era, and employers have
been faced with challenge after challenge when it comes to their health care and employee
benefits experience. This has created a dilemma: access to health care and health benefits are
more important now than ever, but many employees are facing major barriers preventing
them from having full access and taking advantage of them. Now, return to work strategies are
on the horizon, the effects of the Great Resignation are continuing to unfold, and mental health
and wellbeing benefits demands are at an all-time high. As a result, today’s employers are
looking to leverage their benefits program more than ever and need modern, nimble
technology solutions to solve these challenges and deliver an experience their workforce
urgently needs.

Here are some of the top challenges employers and employees
are facing today, and how an integrated and well-connected
benefits technology platform can help address them.

TOP CHALLENGES

Disjointed benefits
and healthcare experiences
Employees are navigating multiple benefits and healthcare
tools and websites, or ones lacking streamlined experiences.

EMPLOYEES

EMPLOYERS

86%

86% said navigating and
utilizing their employee
benefits plan has been
challenging.*

75%

75% want HR to improve
employee-facing
applications or websites.*

Over half said the
pandemic exposed
gaps in their
benefits technology
platform that failed to
meet employee needs.*
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Engagement fatigue
driving record-level
resignation
Employees are disconnected as they juggle remote work,
health concerns, family and more.

82%

EMPLOYEES

EMPLOYERS

82% want HR to improve
their effectiveness and
relevance when
engaging with them.*

88% have found it
challenging to keep
employees engaged
while working remotely.*

88%

Increased need for
employee benefits
education and assistance
During the pandemic, many employees are experiencing an
increased need to use benefits, especially for mental health care.
They need greater support and education from their employers
to know what options are available and how to utilize them.

75

%

EMPLOYEES

EMPLOYERS

75% have found it
challenging to get employer
support for mental health.*

86% have found it very
or extremely important
to prioritize improving
their benefits education.*

How can an
integrated and
connected benefits
platform help?

86%

OUR RESEARCH FOUND THAT…

1

Employees get a better awareness and
understanding of the benefits today’s
employees need*

2

There is an improved relationship between
employees and HR, as employees feel heard
and responded to*

3

Employees feel more connected to their
healthcare experience and a deeper
connection to their employer overall*

WHAT SHOULD THE PLATFORM LOOK LIKE?

Conversational
User Experience
Conversational UX is a user experience that relies on
natural language-based technology to have a conversation
with a user. What does this look like in the benefits experience?

Employees feel like
they’re speaking
with a human

The entire experience
is unified by
one voice

Predictable responses
across all tools
employees interact with
(like chatbot, search
and decision support)

Consistent look and feel
throughout the
experience

Digital Personas
Digital personas play a major role in creating a conversational UX. They are
interactive personalities that can support employee needs at every step of
their benefits journey:
BENEFITS
EDUCATION

ENROLLMENT
DECISIONMAKING

BENEFITS
UTILIZATION

Learn about and compare
benefit options

A persona in the
benefits experience
can help employees…

Make informed decisions
and complete enrollment
Answer questions about
using benefits

AN EFFECTIVE PERSONA SHOULD BE…

Connected Multichannel
Strategy
Finally, the experience should be accessible via
multiple interconnected channels. Why?
Employees want to engage with benefits in different
ways, based on preference and convenience.*
WHETHER THEY…

CALL A
SERVICE CENTER

GET AN
EMAIL OR TEXT

VISIT
A WEBSITE

RECEIVE A BROCHURE
IN THE MAIL

…THE EXPERIENCE ACROSS ALL CHANNELS SHOULD FEEL:

So, where should employers go from here?

The need for a better
benefits experience is now.
By turning to an integrated and
connected benefits platform,
employers can tackle the
challenges of today and achieve
positive outcomes like…

More connected benefits and
healthcare landscape
Improved employee engagement
Better delivery of benefits
education and support *
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